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ABSTRACT
The relationship between the recent population growth

in nonmetropolitan areas and rice, is analyzed in this, paper. Despite
several years of research on numerous aspects of the populati9n

aturnround, little is known about the role of aversion. to particular
.racial'groups in the shift, the degre.e to which many of the
qualitrof-life decisions given for moving contain racial overtones,
or the involvement of blacks in the new migrationExamination of the
racial composition of population growth in 75 Midwestern counties
that have experienced substantial urbah-to-rural migration shows that
the immigrant stream is predominantly .White. Analysis of the reasons
for moving given by a sample of these Urban-to-rural migrants clearly
paints to the importance-of non-economic motivations that can be
Interpreted' as having-racial overtones. Such issues as "busing,";
"ukban crime," and "undesirable conditions in the city" may well be
code words maskinwdirect, expressions of racial views. The paper ends
by-suggesting some, means, of exploring the hypothesis that
racially motivated aversion is' implicated in the new migration to
rural areas. (CMG).
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`AB TRACT

This paper examines, fist, racial Composition qf,p pulatiOn

79 Midwestern_counties ich-halie experienced substantial

_migrant tream is predominantly

econd, the paper examine the reasons for igration-given by

bag-to-Tural m grants :o.thosecounties In- absence:of,

erence to -rade, as an- -sue. bymig ants who .give antiurban "'

suggesting some means of exploring
y.

growth

pmigration d concludes that

wig

sample. of

frequent

reasons for moving, d'paper en

1the hypothesis that racial aversion s implicated in

to rural ares.

new migration



Research Note of Nonme opoli tan Topula

the Attrae iveneas of aura

INTRODUCTION

ving

on-Tn- ease,

and .Race.

The ,considerable body Of research on the recent resurgence of
-

population growth in many nonmetropoliitan areas has 'established the et

that many of the .inmigrants, largely coming" from the..cities, moved for. -

"environmental" or quality. . life" "reasons. 'contrast' to the

earlier movement peopl the cities in which -economic

opportun s and the attractions off,an urban lifestyle e_e dominant,

the turnaround in migratiOn is apparently uenced by the perceived

att activenes of rural living and a corresponding disenchant ent with

=life in the city: (see
F Blackwood and Carpenter, 1978).

Since Beal (1975 first -pointed out the emergence of what came to

be referred to as h "new migratio " "population turnaround" there.

have been extensive analyse of the reasons underlying this phen e n

and the composition o urban -to-rura stream. These results have

been widely published. More recently-A

variety of. impact and. consequence issues

continuation of the trend int

tendon h

and on speculation

_-fodused.on..a.

he future.

about

roughout this evoluti ©n

the, research; agenda, one topic seems to have been widely taken for

granted but se ldom t topic is the role, of race
eL,in the new migration. Questions are sometimes raised about whether the

shift has racial overtones, but resea chers have been relatively silent,

whi1e,the media have made speculative comments..

of

1j

The more popular media, in reporting on the

trend, have not. avoided suggestion

reasons. underlying the

that race was an issue, although

admittedly not the major driving , fo



vision

ory illustrates the media view;' grants

sometimes lurka-a disturbing aver an unspoken desire to get

away from the incre

media have refe

ingly-bladk urban, centers" 197656). (the

"racial tension 61s"' (14i t tner i .1975 :31)

"more wholesome environment -any young fern/ lie

errill, 1982:7),. tc

tough" .

'get away frUm neighborhoods that are "getting

News and World Re 1975:49) to "avoid crime ai

' and "deteriorating public schools" (Newsweek, 931:29).

turnaround in the media, has a "clearly racial. aspect.Discussion of the

VTrtuall specific data exist 'with. which. evaluate -these media
-

impressions Surveys have shown that people a

"edVironmentar"

responses 'to ciiiest

tarRseted A

that. racial -undercurr S

"quality -of -life" reaaons;

e moving for a hest 'of

many of:the migrants1

..

.have provided statements which 'could:easily:be
,

raci=al Conte x_ It has'.not beep unreasonable to assume,

citing 'such ,things as

"!cleteriorat on

"crime

rere being expressed in survey responses

"beighborhodd decline" or "rapidly changing

the streets,

chools '

However, the e haa'bean no direct assessment. ofnonmetrdpoLitan areas.

the importance of race

or "busing'

'safety for children,"

ovine toas reasons for

such-responsea. -To-hi

there has been no direct _inquiry

variant of "white: flight."

Several basic demographic

into the

ven more explicit,

which the turnaround

facts have been

the _new migration. the case,_fi

the ilni _ed States have become doMin

ignored.in . a alyses Of

many of the major :urban

nrlY black in the central.

(Zuiches and Brown, 1982:61). And secon
f .

ural areas haVe experienced substantially more increase in

the



white than in black popula n

Putting the twb demographic fatts

ulation about motives for migrati

that the new growth in many rura:

but _ Also quite. possibly a var,

The purpose of this paper

-5ar- ba, 1975:53-54).

4pg them with -spec-

plausplausible Assumption

3nly dominated by whites,

tht,te fl ght" from-the city.

the dxten

I
population growth in the rural white phenomenon

o which-renewed

with possible'

racial undercurrents The analysis

directly analytical because.

the urban-to-rual migration

d

111 ='b more. circums tan tial than.

rest evidence on the 'racial. composit

stream

on- of

is 1acRi.ng. Availab'le data on.motives

for igration ill also be examined 4.

at area of research.

ith. special attention to next steps

TURNAROUND ,MIGRATION AND RACE

e analyses which follow' are based:On recent census data coun-

Central Region,- and on results fro_ survey of 501

grants in the .region (Sofranko and. Williams, 19S0).

-

.survey focused on the 75 high' net inmigfation nonMetropolitan counties o

the Region, those which had experienced at least 10 percent net inthigra-
.

the thrust of the study was concernedtion between 1970 and 1975. While

with g ants', decision-making, also provided conslderable information

about the places migrants were cleaving. ;A majority

cs

majo

within the North Central. Region, and most

cities (Chicago, Detroit' and St. Louis).

the ban-to rural migrants identif

of the urban migrants

originated tin three.

Seyenty-five peril 6

d their former residences as lying,



within the boundaries of lar urban plac

from smaller. placei within SMSA

within cities of least

they had thoved for

qhirtyfh

h the remainde stemming

dated- iginspercent indicated

and nearly half

variety 'off. 'environmental7 quality _

reasons. One would

250,000 poPulation indicated-.

:has expect thatconditions in their former

metropol tan)residqnces would have helped shape migratio- decis

ifp"

ona.

itbe'demonstrated,:: oweveT, that:the ruraltonrhanpigrant stream is

predominantly White?

Racial Com o- 'o- of Hi h

--:Redent

which are kin

have

Growth Rural Areas

census data permit

_wn.to-have

one' to determind hether rural'cOun es

erienced highdet in gration in recent ye

been gaining population

at .diffeTent rates-.

gain through et m

growth

Can

s

classified as white.and black at th4Ldame oT

is obviously not the same aTotal popuiatiPn'gain

ration, but-ehanes in the racial composition

oxide a basis for akIng tentative inferences abot
u.

racial c.0 the nmigrant

cpuhty-ohas b

little increa

example, a rural

ertencing substantial net inmiration, .but shows'

the inmigrants

Data on

black population from .1970 to 1980,. one can

ere predominantly white.

race mere

infer that-

abtained Tor the- 75 high growth 'counties` from -the

1970 Census of Population

Population.

nd frem Advance RepOrts of the 1980 Gansus of
V

Thes ata-pe mitted tabulations' of. change total .

populahon between 970 and 1980 and cha ge in numbers by race (Tab'le'

Table



7The:75
highgrowth.-cOunties had an verageesize-of 12,165- n 1970 -,

and increased to

rural n- 1970, -

16,560 by 1980. Most of the counties were entire

minority were adjacent to etropolitan conntiesiand4

they ranged in size from 2,2i1 39,175 in

29.7 percint for decade merely confirmsthe

selection as high growth count es In

1970. Their growth.rate of

the- atiouale for their

earlier study.

Given the geneial
Perceptio6 of the rural and

-

.population as almost, exclusively, white, and he documented decline in

the minority-component of the nonmetopoliten.popul
on (Barabba,

small to Midwester

1975:53-54)p we hade.expected that
popi.klati

increase wouldbe,almost
exclusively White. When population 'gain as`_

- ,

,.,

calculated by race and expressed as a r e,-however, these exp ctations

.

,,.

had

were not supported. -Tbe.75 counties' populat _ had inCreaSed by ,

.29.1 percent from 1970-to 1980, but the. black poPulation, had

increased by,29.1 percent (Table 1). provide pe pective on the rates

-7

f population increase for the is o raOial.;eat4gories
one must recognize

that the total black population of e sample counties wea -4,649 in 1970

at this total had increased to only 0,002 in 1980 as shOunin
and

Table 1. In contrast, the white population

creased

f

941,986 fn 1970 to 1,216,233 in

the sampla.coUntia had

1980. Ore' SI perception o

rural Midwestern
counties n s'dominant.ly white compg therefore

_strongly supported.. 1t. is 'eqUallyClear that pOpulation increase in the

sample counties Was predominantly white e.samplelcoUnties gained

284,738 pebple during the decade, and there were. only 1,353 blacks in

that total (Table

Interpretation of hlack.popUlation growth he-757 sample-countiea

1970 to 1980 must also be tempered by the fact that the', elatively

small black Population of these counties is unevenlY,distribufed.



1970, for example,

tabgedfroM sikedunties

black Population of 1,-274-.

blaAs a_gxng up_

alone accounts for

-6-

ribution of- blacks rrthe sample counties

-h no blacks to.one county with

_ 1980 there were seven counti without

single cbunty with 1;285 blacks. The.latter.

21,4 percent of the to al 1980 black pdpulaflo

the 75 counties. 'Change in the black population Of the sample counties

is also very unevenly distributed.. A third, of the counties actually lost

black population from 1970 to 1980. More dramatic is the fact that 83

cent-o the total increase in.black

Concentrated in

fiVe tountieS

nuig 70 countie

he 75 counties

set Aside the inctease.in

out to be just:6 O'percent fop- the decade,

tion'for the decade was

(Table 2). When the latter

blAck, population for the

hardly suggestive of heavy inmigration.. 1,1e. draw the obviousconclusion

that the apparently rapid increase in,black populatioo xo

counties during the 1970'

ttie 75 sample

high_y'concentrated; If blacks are part of

the migratory flow to nonmet politan

phenomenon.

s not a pervasive

Table 2 about he

A closer examinatoli,of. the five counties
. .

cap turing 8,3 percent

the black poPulation growth for the decade brings to light some further.

cresting facts. The black population of those five-counties more thUn

doubled over the decade, aini at the' rte of 125.6 percent, as sho

in Table 2. .seemed likely that special circumstances.would have to

behind such substantial rates of increase, and that proved. te be .the

case. One of the countieg has a state college with a' significant black

enrollment The other four counties have p ons. The r four'



account for 55.3 percent'fo the total 1970°80 'gain

population for the entire s ple of counties.

percent of the 1980 black population of tho

On census day, 80.3

four 'counties was

classified as Inmates of institutions. ' A suSstantial fraction of the

197(to 1980 increase in black population in the North Central Region

rapidly growing.nonmerropolitan counties can, therefore, be attributed to

involuntary migrati =on to correctional institutions. general,these

results illustrate the tole of colleges in n ometropolitan population

growth which Fuguitt and Beal (1978:19) have documented,' and also suggest

that correctional institutions may play at leant a specialized role in

th.

ions of Urban

hites dominate in Midwestern urban-to-rura migration:, is race

given as a reason for migration? Data presented

breakdown f the Baia reason6Midw6st migrants gave:for leaving

metropolitan areas. Environmental 'push",reasons, .those citing some

Table 3 show a

negative feature of the place of origin

the eaploymen.t category which has figured so

explanations of migration (Ritchey, 1976; Greenwood, J975)

somewhat more prom nent than

heavily in previous

Nevertheless,,"-push" factors represent only about a. fourth hf -all

reasons. A quick examination of Table 3 shows thataa-majority of the

migrant- gave reason a for which there is no apparent ratio' motif.

Employment,, tie's in the destination area attractions in 'rural residences

(environmental 'pull" factors) retirement, and other unique

account for }almost thteefolirtlis of 414 reasons given.

that most of these responses directly eflec.t urban; racial c

10



-Tables 3 and 4- abou

'he'environmeptal:"push". reasons percent

a that one would' be` most `likely to detect racially 4ire Cemmd..

responses These Are scrutinized snore closely i T4lo.44 1_-v--iranmental

"push reeOns were defined as,those'whiCh mentioned semeundegt _rable

aspect of the former',ressidence'as the basis for the decision to move.

Aspondents' reasons were doded a

critical of the former residence, or As

1g either e.01-etatetne nts

specific negative features.

,spec i fic.

_e reasons were non

Very few respondents specifically menti reason as

the main reason' for. moving (see also Long and Ilanseh,. 04:6) but that

does not preclude race from being an issue in some oftt

:mentioned reasods. That. phis is a possibility is

-eats illustrating- these reasons in Table 4.- Race.isptobab -77y an

underlying element the "- e/aafety!' catego

."Overcrowding/conges io " category, and perhaps ip the "lach 00 1

qua lity /busing" area as well0. W4 at is., apparent,

is the mixing of =race with othe cific objections to urban Doing.

Detailed examinations of how race figures the turneoond wit E= have to

unravel the racial component in mixed, motive responses.."
SUMMARY AND .IMPLICATIONS FOR RESARCIC

paper has examined several aspects of the t cce=peed but

largely ana9'elyzed relationship between the. recent pop lotion t +i-r_rnaroUnd

and race. ,Despite a backlog of several _research on
A

numerous aspects. of the turnaround, little

racial aversion i.n .the shift, Vheo;.degree to



li -fe reasons migrants give for .moving contain racial pvertonea,

involvement of blacks ip. the hew migration.. The present study d

both secondarY and -Survey data from- the Midwest to ahuse that
indeed bd more t an a casual connection betWeevurban-to-rura-1. ation

Data from the 1980 Cendus demo OUlation
Midwestern nonmetropolitan growth counties is predom

expected. Census data also demonstrated that the
population increase i.n, the growth coun
by the pre

ould'largely be dccounCd for
ce of a .colle e county, and byqa-isons in four ether`

counties. Black

pervasive.

a special

Midwest

gration to rural growth

Much of it seems to be' involuntary and one must treat -th=at
-dse. By Inference then,

predominantly ,-white...

...Why has the race sane been overlooked in research on' -the

urban-to7rural migration in

turnardund? One reason for the oversight, may well be the fact tha
conSiderable attention to r i <g,rants'; motivations has been directscl,

broad question: are the new migrants' motivations.dfferent from
.traditional job-related, motivations' that sunent in the
migration research yliterature? The survey data analyzed

.. ,..

clearly 'point o-the importance of noneconomic motivations.. But.
.

does not emerge as an issujat tbat level questioning,

should not be expected to surface because of -hesitancy

information about racial views..

It is true That many, of the noneconomic.

.migrants ci.te,pn be interpreted as havi



.

1!butingily "urban_crime _ imndeAira le-fl.conditions in thie city"-:_may

._-_-

well be_ code words whichh-task direct expression .of racial -vi ws.--One c.

1-
onlyyspeculate,about hidden meanings, howeve The wiser urse would

be recognize that race is a sensitive issue and design questions which

probe that issue directly

Bradburn and Sudman (1980 :14 -19) make a number of suggestion for
-

obtaining data on threatening topics. One of their most directly useful

suggestions (p. 15) calls for-a relatively _long, question format.' They

suggest___thata__topic:_auch:=as -race-can--be addressed-with-queStions-of-the-------

form:

the leadin

respondents

people think (thus and so), what do you think ? The intent of

(meow people- -) is of course to make it more acceptable for:.

to express their views (or reasons forinigratiop) in

resp ionding to the interviewer, a relative stranger.
4

Direct queStioning about. race as an-issUein m

would bwuseful, b_

gration decis

represents only part of a much more fundamental

.problem. Zhe survey data cited in this paper included several

illustrations of mixed motives, in-thi4 case instances in_which.race was

in conjunction with s-- other issue. One might design ways to

disentangle such mixtures but. the more fundamental problem is th

migration dec -ons are very probably not based :'on single-

mentioned

single motives

motives and

-.14u h work remains to be done to specify particular

evise_ways to evaluate the trade-offs that must occur in

migration decision-making. This task is mide more complex by the fact

ace issue can be'expected to impinge_ on migration decision-,-
that the

making in diverse yays with reference to

neighbOrhood-:c ndit ons safety_iasues



DeSong and Fawcett (1981 :13 -58) have developed _nceptual-

fra e rk for systematic analysis _of indiVidual-level and familVlevel
migration detiSion°rnaking. Their model, as yet untested, can serve as 4
starting point ,forr further research. They- specify, first, a series of --

broad values or goals that might be achieved by migration (e.g; wealth,

status, o They also suggest various indicators of each of those

they recommend procedures such as paired- Comparison

estimate the priorities attached to various goals. Third, they argue

goals. Second,

research-Ion-migration- decision-making -must 'be Fused on prrospective.

analyses, of reasons _formigration have- tyLdally been.
designs.

after
That

the fa__ as in the present study. That type, design suffers.

from the -obv ous weakness that a given reason (e.g-. concern about_
schools) does not necessarily aiatinguish migrants from nonmigrants

Without going into further detail on the DeJong and Fawcett (1981)

conceptual framework for ark oadecision-mak should be ..apparen=t

that the task of moving from an abstract economic versus noneconomic

easons type of analysis to a micro-level decision-making approach:is

formidable. Still another suggestion that DeJong and,Fawcett (1981 38)

make points to the merit. of monitoring macro-level -factors which might
influence individual-level decision- making . The latter

o Campbell and Swearingen's (1983) approach

rebates d

eltpleining the

turnaround. As related to the race issue, for example, Campbell and.

Swearingen (1983)

rectly

argue that the upsurge race riots during the 1960's

may help to explain the dramatic everial in migration patterns of the

1970 Ry inference, a relative decline in macrolever stimulating

event would Lead one to corresponding- decline in migra ion.



It is not our-purpose here to'specify a research design =for

migration dec sion-ImAking at= either the micrO- or macro-level.

purpose has been to draw attention to race as one of the issues which-,

help to explain the turnaround Consideration of the task of specifying

ra

ways

n issue led us to consideration of the broader issue of devising

ccount -for and predictmigrotion patterns. We have atteMpted to

demonstrate thot_it_is plausible to hypothesize dint race is an issue in
, 0thenew migration. Like the earlier outflOw of city dwellers to the

-sUbdthAT-thO-ne4flow*of-'illgrants to-more remote enrol areas may=be a'

variation on "white flight." As a recent commentator on the new

migration -(Bryan, 1982:16) put it, "...like freedom, 'moving on' is

multidimensional.- Many of it's properties.ore dark oitthe edges ."

Some Of _blw-auggestions forfUrther-research may-be helpful in shedding

that darkne
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Table' -1 .- Population and-p4u on ncrease; = 1970 to-1980; by race; for =_-

75 -nonmetropOlitanzgro counties o the North Central Region

=

a6-e- 1970 1980

Change; 19701980,-:

Nuterica
ino

_

ase

Mean ,
Increase_ _Percent

per :county increase

. _

Black

Other

Total

94:1As6 k _ _ 1.,216a- _

6,002

--10,629 19,767_

957; 264 -1,142,-002 .284,

3,657'

:122

;-797:

29 sal`

29.1 _
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Table 2. Change-in blackpopula4t.4011 1970 1980, for 75 nonme opolitan
growth 'counties" in= North Central Region

Black popula-
change in

decade

= Numbe

COun
Black pppulatibn

Change 1970-_ 8

Numerical
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dean
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per comity
Percent
gain/loss1.970 1980"

Lost blact; 25 *855 -612 _-243, -10 -28,4-7 --population
==.

Slow to
moderate gain.-

45 .2,897-: 366 469 16.2

Rapid gain 5 897-- 2024_ - 2-25
.Total 75 4,649- 6,002-. 1,353 18_ 29.1



Table-- istributith of migrants' reason for leaving-metropolitan residences
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4b4e-4 Distribution of-environmptal "Push",re'asons for leaving - metropolitan- residences and illustrative_

--verbatim-statements of migrants

Reasons

Non-specific urban "Push"_

Specific -an i-urban

,
A. Crime/safety

B. Race

C. _school quality/busing-

12-.4

Total 16.6

(2.8)

Ndighborhood/area

-Problem -S-raiSEICa-Tfatilyjn the
city:

Examples of verbatim statements

-"Didn't llke.,the dity,life;.was tired of it:an wanted
to move Out".--::

'jWanted!out of the .city"

-"didnit--lik, it there"-

"I was tire&ofcity,cririe"

"Colored kids'were beating up my children"
"Didn't feel,safe, crime"

"Colored people"

"School-situation 7busing_and_bad_educa ion"-'
"For better-schools:
"5chools_were:unsatisfactory"

r"Didn't'like-JiVing next to trailer court"
-"Wanted to leave that area"

-i_"Became too impersonal"

.

(1.0 ) "Wanted abetter place to raise kids"-
"Didn't want children, to grow pp there"
"Wanted children to grow up,in a nice-rural area"

congestion lilt was getting too congested"
"Tod 'Crowded"

"Too many people, crime, blacks"


